
 BACKGROUND
✦ The past decade has witnessed a growing interest in the application 
of generative modelling to drug discovery.[1] In this approach, a 
deep generative model is trained on a dataset of molecules to 
generate novel molecules. Algorithms such as long short-term 
memory (LSTM) neural networks have been used, with great 
success, to generate large libraries of de novo drug-like molecules.[2] 
Such algorithms typically use the SMILES representation, which 
encodes a molecule as a string of ASCII characters.

✦ Combined with predictive models via reinforcement learning,[3] 
generative models can be biased toward the generation of molecules 
with a specific molecular profile (e.g. biological activity, physico-
chemical and pharmacokinetic properties).
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Molecular docking

AI Generation
✓ Batch of 100-1000 SMILES

Scoring
✓ Pose filtering & clustering
✓ Rescoring
✓ Proprietary contact score

Ligand Preparation
✓ Check chirality
✓ Assign partial charges 

+ atom types
✓ Protonate at pH 7.4

Iktos has developed a state-of-the-art structure-based generative AI 
pipeline with the goal of overcoming the shortcomings of traditional 
virtual screening processes. By optimising 3D scores and interactions 
with key pocket residues, this technology increases the odds of 
identifying novel molecules with desired properties earlier in a drug 
discovery project.

‣ Generator:
o LSTM trained on CHEMBL26 filtered to remove ALL molecules 

similar to known inhibitors (i.e. same Murcko or generic Murcko 
scaffold or > 0.4 Tanimoto similarity on Morgan FPs, 4, 4096)

‣ Reward → setup for Multi-Parametric Optimisation
o 3D scores: docking score + contact score

⇢ difficult targets, used to guide the generative model
o Molecular descriptors: QED, MW, cLogP, HBD/HBA, #RB, cPFI

⇢ easy targets, used to ensure druglikeness
‣ Optimisation:

o Hill-Climbing (HC): at each step, selects the top molecules 
and fine-tunes the generative model (teacher forcing)

o Proximal Policy Optimisation (PPO) and Augmented 
Likelihood (AL): at each step, the weights of the generative 
model are modified in the direction of a reward increase 
(policy-gradient reinforcement) 

 GENERATIVE AI  SETUP
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 TARGET: COX-2
‣ Easy target for docking
‣ 1,700 known binders + 23,000 

decoys in the DUD-E dataset
‣ Reference PDB for docking: 3LN1
‣ Main characteristics: 

๏ Back pocket hydrophobic
๏ H-bonds on the LHS
๏ Ligand Y-shaped

 RESULTS

 OBJECTIVES
✦ We investigate the behaviour of 3 popular optimisation algorithms 
when combined with 3D scoring functions. 

✦ Focusing on a well-known case study (COX-2), we compare their 
ability to balance exploration and exploitation during generation.

✦ Same reward, different optimisers (+ random, i.e. pure exploration)
✦ Each generation was allowed to generate 64,000 SMILES, x 3 seeds

‣ AL yields more unique SMILES than HC and PPO (Fig. 1)
‣ PPO spans less scaffolds than AL and HC overall (Fig. 1)
‣ PPO generates more “good” solutions (Fig. 2) by focusing on scaffolds 

with highest reward (Fig. 3) ⇢ PPO better at exploiting, AL at exploring
‣ HC lies in between PPO and AL, it explores more than PPO but less 

than AL, and exploits more than AL but less than PPO
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‣ All 3 optimisers yielded good solutions, close to known binders, without 
prior knowledge of that chemical space

‣ In this experiment, AL appears to better explore while PPO appears to 
better exploit - HC lies somewhere in between 

‣ The choice should be made depending on the task at hand (hit identification 
vs. lead optimisation)
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